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The Solo 22-2 is an
updated version of my Solo 2122, designed way back in 1978.
The client for this new boat
wants to cruise the Pacific. I
wanted to give him a boat that
will be as safe as possible and
very roomy and comfortable for
a boat this size. I wanted it a
good deal stiffer than the first
Solo so it could bully its way
through heavier weather
upwind, but still be slippery
enough to match and exceed
the first Solo’s 125 miles per day
on average during passages.
Voyaging on a boat of
any size entails risks, but a boat
this small faces both some
increased and some decreased
risks that must be considered.
This client was willing to accept
those peculiar to small craft
offshore, but as far as possible,
we would prioritize safety,
beginning with the basic concept
and stretching into numerous
details. At the same time, we’d
take advantage of the many
advances in design to produce a
boat with good performance,
which I also consider essential
to safety.
I retained a number of
design elements from the first
Solo 22-2 retains much of the look of Solo 21-22. She retains a similar profile plus
Solo that I felt worked out deck layout and approach to the interior layout, but she is wider, much more
extremely well. These include powerful, and contains a near-inner hull for ultimate safety.
the raised-flush deck that hugely
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enhances interior volume and increases ultimate righting moment; the deck layout and
inside steering and control station that offers centralized control from a protected position;
and the general layout below with generous sitting headroom throughout, a near-central
companionway to make moving about inside easier, idealized berth sizes and positions
to allow a crew of two to remain well rested, adequate galley and navigation spaces, and
a good settee. In other respects, the boat is actually quite different, most notably in the
beamier hull shape and interior detailing that has created, for all intents and purposes, a
hull within a hull.

While watertight compartments and lockers abound to enhance damage control, the crew also can remain safer by
controlling the boat from the inside control station at the companionway under a jet-style canopy, and remain well rested in
the large cabin aft, under the cockpit.

Small boats actually have a number of safety advantages over large boats. The
loads on equipment are much smaller, for example, so the crew is less likely to get hurt
from it. The energy required to handle sails and other tasks is much reduced as well,
reducing fatigue. And even in some sea states, a small boat can bob over breakers that
will break a ship in half.
Still, there are significant risks facing small-boat voyagers, and although large boats
are at least as vulnerable to most, we’d try to pay heed to all. Our approach is to assume
the worst and let the best take care of itself. Adequate extinguishers can address the risk
of fire, but other risks must be addressed by the design itself.
Sinking is the most obvious threat to any boat. We began with an incredibly robust
layup of biaxial cloths in epoxy over a foam core. The layup on this boat is equal to a 35foot racing boat, a vessel encompassing roughly four times the volume.
Unlike the first Solo, the hull is also reinforced with an extravagant network of both
lateral and longitudinal bulkheads, partial frames, and shelving, all bonded to the hull,
which essentially creates an inner hull that runs almost the entire length and height of the
interior. I liked the watertight compartments designed into the bottom of the first Solo and
Paper Tiger, so for this Solo, we’d enhance these. There are two forward collision
bulkheads plus sealable compartments under the ends of berths fore and aft. Numerous
lockers behind the longitudinal bulkheads provide an enormous amount of secure
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stowage, and these are all fit with watertight, or at least highly water-resistant locker
closures. There are only a few small areas very high up in the hull where the outside skin
is exposed to the interior. The egg-crate system of compartments should make any hull
breach highly unlikely. Should any occur from collision with flotsam or another vessel, the
compartments should either completely contain it or at least restrict it enough to allow the
crew to jury rig a fix.

A complex network of transverse and longitudinal (shown here as curved lines inside the hull) bulkheads, seating and
berth platforms, shelving and other components are bonded to the hull. The numerous watertight and water resistant
compartments protect the boat from any breach in the hull from collision or similar catastrophe. This hull within a
hull approach gives the boat enormous strength while also providing very secure and generous stowage.

Looking down at the forward settee area, we see the
compartments behind the longitudinal bulkheads and
below seats, which will all have watertight or at least
water-resistant covers with secure latches to keep
gear in place.

Interior longitudinal bulkheads run almost the entire
length of the boat, creating a kind of hull within a hull.
Lockers will all be fit with watertight covers.
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Should the worst ever happen, lockers aft and reachable from the deck house safety
gear, such as a life raft, where it is completely protected from the elements but available
at a moment’s notice for deployment.
Offshore crews also face risks of injury and getting washed overboard. The secure
lockers throughout the boat keep gear from getting tossed about even in the worst
conditions, a most common cause of injury aboard. The secure inside-steering station with
direct reach to all running gear outside, allows the crew to remain protected in bad
weather. They rarely need to venture out on deck in dangerous conditions, greatly
reducing the chances of going over the side.
Waves are the primary culprit that knocks down and rolls boats. Small boats have
less ultimate resistance. A modestly long-chord and deep fin keel with 1,000 pounds of
lead ballast in the bottom half, most in a flared-bulb (not shown, but similar in profile to the
Solo 21-22), provides positive righting moment to over 130 degrees, which is at least equal
to most modern conservative cruisers. The raised deck increases internal volume along
the boat’s perimeter, aiding quick re-righting should the boat ever get knocked down or
rolled. Reinforcing struts on the mast help to make at least the lower elements of the
section especially bulletproof.

As with the original Solo, the interior is huge
for a boat this size. The client is tall, so we raised
the freeboard on this Solo by a few inches. There
is plenty of sitting headroom throughout as well as
enough to allow most folks to stand up under the
companionway to pull their pants on or just look
around. The huge double berth aft where motion
is minimized can be divided using lee canvases to
provide secure sleeping offshore. It also adds
lounging space in port, including sitting headroom
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over the berth’s head (and nearly
throughout the berth’s length). The galley
space is adequate for a two-burner stove,
a sink, and lockers. Opposite to port is a
seat and space for batteries. Forward is
generous seating around a flip-up table
and nav station. An alternative layout
would turn the space opposite the galley
into an enclosed head by pushing the port
bulkhead a bit forward.
The seat space opposite the galley could be converted to a
head.

For the hull form, we took a different tack from the
original Solo, whose slippery canoe body minimized
resistance, was very forgiving, and remained extremely
well balanced at all angles of heel. For Solo 22-2, we
aimed to retain good balance while hugely increasing
stability and the ability to carry sail. The wider, stiffer hull
form also would be more suited to carry the required
payloads for longer cruisers and offshore passage making.
As boat size decreases, crew and gear weight compose a
much higher percentage of total displacement, so this hull
must be very much like a big dinghy, which must perform
well both lightly and heavily loaded.
Dedicated galley to starboard is well
Solo 22-2 is nearly a foot wider than the earlier
fit for a 22 footer.
boat, and more beam is carried aft. The reasonably deep
forefoot keeps the waterlines forward pretty sharp but
without hollows to reduce resistance and
enhance upwind tracking and the boat’s ability to
heave to in heavy seas. The waterplane area is
much larger, so that every 500 pounds will
depress the hull only an inch and the trim alters
minimally when the crew moves around. The
near-midships hatch and layout also help to
concentrate weights to reduce trim changes and
pitching moments. Empty, the boat will weigh
about 2,575 pounds, about 30% more than the
original Solo, allowing us to build a much
stronger hull. A very generous 1,500 pounds of
additional payload allows for crew, equipment
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including a dinghy, and stores for a passage. Both increased beam and weight have
increased righting moment by a massive amount. At the same time, we spent a lot of time
studying the hull at various angles of heel, massaging the lines so that she remains
balanced as she heels rather than bowing down. It’s likely that Solo 22-2 will be a bit
bouncier going upwind in a chop, but she’ll be able to much better drive through strong
winds. Off the wind, she should be a good deal faster.

The Solo 22-2 has a simple masthead rig. This is not an ultralight or Volvo racer
that sails with the apparent wind very far forward even when broad reaching or running,
so we’ve kept in-line spreaders. Highly swept-back spreaders do not allow the mainsail
to be eased out very far before it bears on the shrouds and spreaders. Unless a boat is
a very-high-performance type and sailing near or in excess of wind speed, the crew on
such a boat will often be forced to over-trim the mainsail, which reduces efficiency and
creates significant turning force and heavy weather helm, and can aggravate any tendency
to broach or spin out. The Solo 22-2 is not a dragster. Our emphasis is on efficiency of
the wind engines to provide higher average cruising speeds than on older boats, while also
maximizing balance and control. The longish fin keel and large rudder control surface well
separated from it have provided excellent handling on prior boats like Solo 21-22, which
even steered herself for indefinite periods with the wind forward of the beam.
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Over recent decades, average boat speeds have increased, and some of it comes
from enhanced top-end speed, but I believe all boats have benefitted even more from
better light-air performance. It’s essential to be able to push hard in high winds using an
efficient reduced sail plan, but in light going, as Dennis Conner once remarked, “Sail area
is God.” Initially, we recommended a bowsprit, boomkin, and large, light-wind sails. The
client preferred the simplicity of the rig as drawn, but a sprit that can carry a code zero and
asymmetrical spinnaker will likely be refit by the time the boat heads offshore.
I also would prefer to put a double-rudder system on the boat. This is not the
“aircraft carrier” style hull of a mini or Open 60, so the hull will not roll out anywhere near
as much, and the single rudder should remain in good contact with the water, but frankly,
double rudders make so much sense and provide enormous control, even for a boat like
this that has a much more rounded form and less beam than the extreme boats usually
carrying double rudders.
I believe the basic concepts and detailing of the Solo 22-2 can enhance the safety,
performance, and accommodations of larger cruising boats as well. We’d also love to
develop similar designs with lifting keels to allow shallow-draft cruising and transport and
launching by trailer. We very much look forward to seeing the first of her ilk slip her bonds
to terra firma and head out to sea.

Solo 22-2 Vital Statistics
LOA: 22 Ft.
LWL: 20.3 Ft.
BOA: 8.5 Ft.
Draft: 4.5 Ft.
Ballast: 1,000 lbs.
Displacement:
Empty: 2,500 lbs.
Cruising Load: 1,500 lbs.
Max. Displ: 4.000 lbs.

Sail Areas
Working w/ 100% Foretriangle: 271 Ft. Sq.
Mainsail: 135 Ft. Sq.
100% Jib: 136 Ft. Sq.
Storm Jib: 40 Ft. Sq.
Trysail: 35 Ft. Sq.
Genoa 150%: 203 Ft. Sq.
Sail Area:Displacement: 163 min. to 200 (full load)
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A special thanks to Charles Holt for providing us with photos. This article will be updated periodically as the prototype
is completed.
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